**GRADUATION ACADEMIC DRESS REGULATIONS**

**START HERE**

**Do you already have a degree from Cambridge?**

- **Yes**
  - You should wear the Sidney **undergraduate gown** (chevrons on the sleeve) plus the **hood of the highest degree being conferred**.

- **No**
  - Are you receiving an **undergraduate degree** (e.g. BA, BTh, BA with MEng) or a **graduate degree** (e.g. MA, MPhil, M.A.St, PhD)?

**Undergraduate Degree**

- **Yes**
  - You should wear the **hood and gown** of the **highest Cambridge degree you hold**.

**Graduate Degree**

- **Yes**
  - How old are you?
    - **24 or over**
      - You should wear an **MA status gown** (i.e. no strings), plus the **hood of the degree being conferred**.
    - **23 or under**
      - You should wear a **BA status gown** (i.e. no strings), plus the **hood of the degree being conferred**.

- **No**
  - Do you already have a degree from Cambridge?

Please consult the Dress Regulations for further information and advice.

If you have any queries, get in touch with the Praelector, (praelector@sid.cam.ac.uk).